Selfishness And Inequality In The Animal Farm
The novel Animal Farm, by the political writer George Orwell, is a story parallel to the events of
the Russian Revolution. It features the brutal rise to power of one history’s most notorious
dictators – Josef Stalin, who is portrayed by the tyrannical pig Napoleon. After the animals of
Manor Farm expel their human master, Napoleon eventually manages to seize total control over
every aspect of the animals’ lives.
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After the revolution, the Manor Farm was renamed the Animal Farm and the seven
commandments of the animal were established to ensure equality. Pigs have become
supervisors of the farm. However, the rivalry between the two Snowball pigs and Napoleon
made Napoleon use force. Napoleon ordered his dogs to chase the snowball from the farm until
he became the only leader. After the snowballs are expelled, the animals work harder and the
pigs do less. This is evidenced by evidence from the text where he says: 'Huge rocks, far too
large to be used as they were...
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Animals whipped ropes around these then all together, cows, horses, sheep, any animal that
can hold the rope - even pigs sometimes join the ... 'Sometimes it's the key word because it
means the pigs just came and helped so they can get glory and reward themselves. Other
animals have things taken from them by pigs, things like their food, so pigs can enjoy privileges.
One example is: “The apples and milk are an ideal illustration of Napoleon and the pigs using
the other animals. By Napoleon desiring the milk and apples he determined that it was for him
and the pigs without even telling the other critters they were swallowing them.
But whenever the animals started to notice the milk and apples were gone each day that they
requested the pigs and Squealer simply explained:”You do not imagine, I hope, that we pigs are
doing this in a spirit of selfishness and privilege? Our sole object in taking these things is to
preserve our health” and is also, outsmarting the other creatures for the benefit of these pigs.It
was mixed every day in the blending of pigs. Napoleon's selfishness and corrupt power made
him commit various atrocities against his comrades.
As a result, the lives of animals except pigs and dogs were tyranny and inequality. Napoleon
was worse than their former master, the animals spent almost the rest of his life starving and
working on the windmill that had been destroyed several times, the cancellation of Sunday
morning meetings, the public culling of animals, and drinking alcohol were the most important
changes that facilitated the transformation of the animal farm, and Napoleon as the most
important responsible for the fall of the virtuous vision LAMZ animal. Easy to cancel meetings
Sunday morning turning farm animals because the animals have lost their right to vote. It was a
tradition that was established after the revolution is on Sunday, where he met all the animals
together in the General Assembly of the morning meeting In order to plan to work the following
week and discuss decisions.
Here Orwell cynically explained the transformation of European societies after the Russian
revolution that ended Stalin's oppressive rule, and that the real victim in the revolutions is the
people who expect a happy ending and turn it into a painful reality.
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